Effect of Inclination on Vortex Shedding Frequency Behind a Bent Cylinder: An Experimental Study
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Abstract: This paper presents experimental results on the vortex shedding frequency measured behind a bent cylinder. Experiments were conducted in a wind tunnel covering Reynolds numbers between 50 and 500, a range of interest for flow sensing, flow control, and energy harvesting applications. The bent cylinder comprised a vertical leg always oriented at normal incidence with respect to the free-stream flow, and an inclined leg whose inclination was varied during the tests between 90° and 15°. The bent cylinder was oriented in the wind tunnel with the vertical leg upstream and the inclined leg downstream, and the vortex shedding frequency was measured with hot-wire anemometry at several locations behind the inclined leg. The present bent cylinder design improves upon those previously considered by providing a finer control on the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg, which in the present design is not affected by the yaw angle of the inclined leg. With the exception of free-end effects, only noticeable for certain inclinations and Reynolds number values, inclination effects were surprisingly not observed, and the frequency of vortex shedding measured behind the inclined leg of the bent cylinder was consistent (within a few percent) with the cross-flow vortex shedding frequency at the same flow velocity. The present results corroborate and significantly extend the limited observations on bent cylinders available in the literature, further highlighting the importance of the upstream boundary condition on the vortex shedding process with inclined cylinders.
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1. Introduction

Vortex shedding is the oscillating flow pattern that can be observed when a fluid flows past a body, and is characterized by a regular pattern of staggered vortices (so-called vortex street) that form and periodically detach at the back of the body. Vortex shedding is rather ubiquitous in practical applications, and can, for example, be observed with suspension cables, transmission lines, chimneys and slender structures in wind; risers and mooring cables in marine applications; bridge piers; tubes and rods in fluid machinery; aircraft and missiles under maneuvering conditions; and vegetation in wind or water flow. As is well known, the periodic shedding of vortices induces a periodic fluctuation of the fluid forces acting on the body, which in turn can trigger vortex-induced vibration if the body is flexible or otherwise free to oscillate. The practical relevance of vortex shedding and vortex-induced vibration for so many applications has motivated extensive investigation in the last decades, as synthetized for example in [1–3]. Vortex shedding is a rather involved phenomenon that depends on a multitude of factors, including the body cross sectional shape, size, aspect ratio and surface
roughness; the orientation of the body with respect to the incoming flow; density and viscosity of the fluid; free-stream flow velocity and turbulence intensity. Additional influencing parameters include the speed of sound for non-subsonic flows; end-effects such as the junction between the body and a wall or other surfaces, or free-ends and tips; and structural vibrations or body movement when present. Transverse vibrations with frequency close to the vortex shedding frequency, in particular, can have a profound effect on vortex shedding, and can cause the synchronization (so-called lock-in) between the structural vibration and the vortex shedding.

Vortex street wakes tend to be rather similar regardless of the geometry of the body [1]. As a consequence, the majority of the vortex shedding investigations documented to date has been carried out using circular cross section cylinders, which in most studies, have been oriented with the axis normal to the incoming flow. As a matter of fact, the circular cylinder in cross-flow has become a paradigmatic flow problem for the study of vortex shedding and vortex-induced vibrations, and one of the most extensively investigated problems in fluid mechanics to date. At a practical level, the most important parameter that characterizes vortex shedding is the vortex shedding frequency $f$.

In the case of a smooth and stationary circular cylinder exposed to a subsonic cross-flow with mild turbulence intensity (usually within 1–2%), the vortex shedding frequency essentially depends on the fluid density $\rho$ and viscosity $\mu$, on the free-stream flow velocity $U$, and on the cylinder diameter $d$ [1]. The dimensionless groups that correspondingly characterize vortex shedding in this configuration are the Strouhal number $St$ and the Reynolds number $Re$:

\[
St = \frac{fd}{U},
\]

\[
Re = \frac{\rho Ud}{\mu},
\]

the Strouhal number scales the vortex shedding frequency with the free-stream flow velocity and cylinder diameter, and is a function of the Reynolds number that characterizes the flow. End-effects are normally present near the junction of the cylinder with walls or other surfaces, or near end tips. However, these are normally rather confined and do not extend for more than a few diameters along the cylinder.

Despite the fact that actual slender structures are frequently not in cross-flow, but otherwise inclined with respect to the free-stream, most of the available literature on vortex shedding and vortex-induced vibration is concerned with circular cylinders in cross-flow, and comparatively fewer studies have investigated the effect of the cylinder inclination [4–19]. Recently, studies of inclined cylinders in flow at relatively low Reynolds numbers ($Re < 1000$) have experienced renewed interest in connection with flow sensing [20,21], flow control [22–24], and energy harvesting [25,26] applications involving slender flexible structures that reconfigure or bend due to fluid loads. The cylinder inclination angle $\alpha$ is normally defined as the angle between the incoming flow direction and the cylinder axis, so that $\alpha = 90^\circ$ corresponds to normal incidence and therefore to cross-flow, whilst when $\alpha = 0^\circ$ the cylinder axis is aligned with the free-stream velocity and the flow is purely axial. This convention will be followed here. As previously noted, the vortex shedding flow physics for stationary circular cylinders in cross-flow has been extensively investigated and is currently rather well characterized and understood. At the other extreme, the flow along a stationary circular cylinder aligned with the free-stream is purely axial, and is therefore controlled by the development of the boundary layer along the cylinder. This, in turn, depends on the Reynolds number and on the cylinder length and aspect ratio, which together control the growth of the boundary layer along the cylinder. In addition, as commonly happens with boundary layer flows, the purely axial-flow strongly depends on the upstream boundary condition, whose effect is not localized but rather transported along the cylinder by the axial flow itself. In the more general case of a stationary circular cylinder with arbitrary inclination with respect to the incoming flow, the flow field can be regarded as intermediate between the two asymptotic limiting cases of pure cross-flow and pure axial-flow, and therefore combines elements of both. Notably, the flow now includes an axial-flow component resembling a boundary layer flow that gradually develops
along the cylinder. It follows that vortex shedding from a stationary, arbitrarily inclined circular cylinder cannot be simply characterized in terms of Strouhal and Reynolds number values, as happens in the cross-flow configuration. Vortex shedding is now also affected by the inclination of the cylinder, which determines the relative strength of the axial flow component. It is also affected by the cylinder aspect ratio, which controls the growth of the boundary layer axial-flow along the cylinder, and by end-conditions and particularly, by the upstream boundary condition. This latter, in fact, tends to affect the flow globally, and not locally as happens in the cross-flow case, because of the axial-flow component which transports any upstream flow disturbance downstream along the cylinder. To complicate things further, the available data indicate that the effects of the Reynolds number, cylinder inclination, aspect ratio, and end-conditions on vortex shedding are quite tightly coupled, and therefore difficult to separate. Moreover, the dependence on the upstream boundary condition tends to make experimental evidence to some extent problem-specific, and the corresponding observations difficult to generalize. Notwithstanding the investigations carried out to date, therefore, the fundamental understanding of vortex shedding from stationary inclined circular cylinders is far less satisfactory than what has been achieved with the cross-flow configuration.

In an early attempt to achieve a better control of the upstream boundary condition, Ramberg [7] proposed the bent cylinder as a potentially superior configuration to investigate vortex shedding from stationary inclined circular cylinders. Specifically, several experiments were performed with inclined cylinders, covering Reynolds numbers in the range of 160–1100, yaw angles from $-10^\circ$ to $60^\circ$ (note that the terms inclination angle and yaw angle will be used interchangeably), aspect ratios from 20 to 100, and a variety of cylinder end-conditions with and without endplates to control the flow. The results indicated a strong dependence of vortex shedding upon the cylinder end-conditions, which controlled the three-dimensional flow features in the wake. This was an effect that was apparently not sufficiently recognized in previous research. With a view at better controlling end-effects, a series of tests were carried out using a V-shaped bent cylinder with an aperture of $120^\circ$ between the two legs, each 44 diameters long. Having no upstream end, Ramberg [7] argued that the bent cylinder would be less affected by end-conditions, and could therefore help better clarifying the flow physics of vortex shedding behind inclined cylinders. In particular, the vortex shedding frequency behind one leg of the bent cylinder (about midway along the leg) at two Reynolds number values (160 and 460) and inclinations with respect to the free-stream variable between $90^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ were measured. Even though these tests with the bent cylinder were rather limited in scope (only 26 data points in total), the measurements were consistent (to within 15%) with cross-flow vortex shedding, surprisingly indicating that the vortex shedding frequency was not affected by the inclination of the bent cylinder with respect to the flow. The bulk of the literature on vortex shedding from stationary inclined circular cylinders generally indicates a reduction in vortex shedding frequency due to the cylinder inclination [1,2]. The results provided by Ramberg [7], therefore, stand out and suggest that bent cylinders might indeed be a configuration worth investigating further to better clarify the flow physics of vortex shedding from stationary inclined circular cylinders, with a view at better controlling the influence of the upstream boundary condition. To the best of our knowledge, however, bent cylinders have not received any further attention, and this motivated the present study. The main objective of the present work was to experimentally investigate, via hot-wire anemometry, the vortex shedding frequency behind bent cylinders, with a view at corroborating the findings of Ramberg [7] and extend the available vortex shedding frequency databank on bent cylinders to wider Reynolds numbers and yaw angle ranges. In particular, this study tested a bent cylinder comprising two legs, but with different apertures between the legs, that is, a configuration that yields a better control of the upstream boundary condition with respect to the bent cylinder design adopted by Ramberg [7]. As schematically shown in Figures 1 and 2, and better discussed later on, in our tests the bent cylinder was placed in a vertical plane in the middle of a wind tunnel, with one leg vertically oriented and rigidly connected to the ceiling of the wind tunnel. The vertical leg of the bent cylinder was therefore always at normal incidence with respect to the incoming flow. The inclined leg, on the other hand, was yawed with respect to the incoming flow
and was positioned in the middle of the wind tunnel downstream of the vertical leg. In this way, the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg was determined by the vertical leg, and corresponded to the well-known vortex shedding from a stationary circular cylinder in cross-flow. The influence of inclination on the vortex shedding frequency was then explored by systematically varying the yaw angle of the inclined leg.

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the bent cylinder design adopted in the present study.](image1)

![Figure 2. Schematic representation of the experimental wind tunnel setup.](image2)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup and the experimental methodology are presented in Section 2; whilst the measurement results are presented and discussed in Section 3.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bent Cylinder and Test Apparatus Description

The bent cylinder was realized with copper wire of $d = 0.50 \pm 0.01$ mm diameter and comprised, as schematically shown in Figure 1, a vertical leg and an inclined leg. The length of the vertical leg was $L_v = 60 \pm 0.5$ mm, whilst the length of the inclined leg was $L_i = 20 \pm 0.5$ mm, thus resulting in aspect ratios of $L_v/d = 120$ and $L_i/d = 40$, respectively. During the tests, the inclination angle $\alpha$ (measured to within $\pm 3^\circ$) of the inclined leg with respect to the flow was gradually and step-wise varied from $90^\circ$ (corresponding to cross-flow incidence) down to $15^\circ$ in steps of $15^\circ$, corresponding to six different inclinations: $90^\circ$, $75^\circ$, $60^\circ$, $45^\circ$, $30^\circ$, and $15^\circ$.
Clearly, the 90° inclination corresponds to the limiting case of a cantilever circular cylinder in cross-flow, and was included to verify the asymptotic consistency of the measurements and validate the test apparatus, as described later. The bend between the two cylinder legs was realized to provide a gradual variation between the inclinations of the two legs. In particular, the arc length of the bend increased gradually with decreasing inclination angle, and was approximately 4–5 diameters for the highest inclination (75°) and approximately 15–20 diameters for the lowest inclination (15°). The manufactured surface roughness of the copper wire used to make the bent cylinder was on the order of 2–3 µm (from standard data sheets for copper wires), small enough to neglect its effect on the flow at the Reynolds number values of interest here (50–500). The bent cylinder tested here can therefore be regarded as smooth. Vortex shedding frequencies were measured at three locations along the inclined leg of the bent cylinder, as schematically shown in Figure 1 (s/Li = 0; 0.5; 1). These locations are indicated in the following using the local position s along the inclined leg, so that s/Li = 0 corresponds to the upstream end of the inclined leg right after the bend, s/Li = 0.5 is the mid-point along the inclined leg, while s/Li = 1 corresponds to the inclined leg free-end.

The bent cylinder was tested in a commercial wind tunnel (Armfield Limited, Ringwood, UK (armfieldonline.com)) with an octagonal cross-section and height and width of 350 mm. The blockage ratio associated with the bent cylinder was on the order of 0.1%, so that wind tunnel flow confinement effects can be ignored. As schematically shown in Figure 2, the bent cylinder was placed in a vertical plane with the vertical leg rigidly connected to the ceiling of the wind tunnel. This configuration, which differs from that employed by Ramberg [7], was selected to achieve a better control of the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg. As evident in Figure 2, the vertical leg is always located upstream of the inclined leg, and therefore determines the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg. The vertical leg is always at normal incidence with respect to the incoming flow, and is long enough (aspect ratio of 120) to assure that the flow the inclined leg is exposed to at its upstream end corresponds to a fully established (i.e., no wall effects) vortex shedding from a smooth circular cylinder in cross-flow. Vortex shedding frequency measurements carried out behind the inclined leg can therefore be instrumental in assessing to what extent the inclination of the inclined leg affects a fully established cross-flow vortex shedding. In contrast, in the bent cylinder design employed by Ramberg [7], the angle between the cylinder legs was fixed, so that the upstream boundary condition acting upon the cylinder leg where the shedding frequency was being measured varied with the inclination of the leg with respect to the incoming flow. This implies that the upstream boundary condition was not the same at different inclinations, whereas with the present bent cylinder design, the upstream boundary condition is always the same, irrespective of the yaw angle of the inclined leg.

2.2. Flow Measurement and Characterization

Flow velocities were measured with a hot-wire anemometer (Dantec Dynamics, Bristol, UK (www.dantecdynamics.com); probe type 55P15, 5-µm-diameter tungsten wire of 2 mm length), calibrated prior to the tests and operated in constant temperature mode with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. The hot-wire anemometer was mounted on a 3D traverse system (position accuracy to within ±0.5 mm) and was located downstream of the bent cylinder, as shown schematically in Figure 2. The free-stream flow velocity ranged between 1.5 m/s and 15 m/s, and was measured (to within ± 2% accuracy) with the hot-wire anemometer located in the same vertical plane as the bent cylinder but at a lower vertical elevation. For measuring vortex shedding frequencies, the hot-wire anemometer was located behind the cylinder at the position of maximum velocity fluctuation. This latter was identified empirically during the tests (velocity power spectra were visualized in real-time with LabVIEW 2017), and corresponded to approximately 2.5–5 mm behind the cylinder and about 0.25 mm on the side, as schematically shown in Figure 3.
Power spectra of the velocity time-series were generated with the Welch’s method [27], using MATLAB (version R2015a) built-in functions (200 sample Hamming window length, and 50% overlap). The vortex shedding frequency was identified as the frequency corresponding to the maximum of the dominant peak (when present) in the power spectrum, while its absolute uncertainty was estimated as one-half of the full-width-at-half-maximum of the corresponding peak. Vortex shedding frequencies ranged between 417 Hz and 6.86 kHz, with relative uncertainties of 2–3%.

The uniformity of the velocity profile and the extension of the boundary layer inside the wind tunnel were assessed before testing the bent cylinder. The velocity profile (excluding the boundary layer) was uniform to within ±2%, i.e., velocity variations were within the present experimental resolution, while the boundary layer thickness was of about 5 mm at the lowest free-stream flow velocity of interest (1.5 m/s). As shown in Figure 4, the measured turbulence intensity varied with the free-stream flow velocity between 0.28% and 0.78%, corresponding to mild turbulence.

The fluid dynamic load acting on the bent cylinder during the tests was estimated to be in the range of 10–100 µN [28]. Since the focus of the present work was the vortex shedding frequency, and not the fluid dynamic load, this latter was not measured.

The experimental uncertainties, estimated with standard single-sample error propagation [29], are within 5% for the Strouhal number and within 3% for the Reynolds number. Ambient air temperature and pressure during the tests were 293 K and 101.3 kPa.

2.3. Experimental Setup Validation

The experimental apparatus was validated with preliminary vortex shedding experiments from a smooth circular cylinder in cross-flow. The cylinder used for the validation was made of the same copper wire (0.5 mm diameter) used to manufacture the bent cylinder, and was stretched vertically and fixed at the walls of the wind tunnel (i.e., a fixed-fixed configuration) as schematically indicated in the insert in Figure 5a. The vortex shedding frequency was measured midway through the cylinder. The measured Strouhal number values are displayed versus the Reynolds number in Figure 5a, together

---

**Figure 3.** Schematic representation of the location of the hot-wire anemometer (HWA) relative to the cylinder during vortex shedding frequency measurements.

**Figure 4.** Turbulence intensity of the free-stream flow in the wind tunnel as a function of the wind speed.
with the predictions of the widely used correlations proposed by Roshko [30] for smooth and stationary circular cylinders in cross-flow:

\[ St = 0.212 - 4.5/Re; \text{ for } 40 \leq Re < 150, \]  
\[ St = 0.212 - 2.7/Re; \text{ for } Re > 300, \]  
in particular, Equation (3) is applicable when the vortex street is laminar, whereas Equation (4) is valid when the vortex street is turbulent. As is evident in Figure 5a, Equations (3) and (4) have been extended for convenience beyond their respective stated ranges of validity: Equation (3) up to a Reynolds number value of 300, and Equation (4) down to a Reynolds number value of 150. The data points in Figure 5a agree with Equation (3) up to a Reynolds number value of about 230, whilst for higher Reynolds number values the data points agree with Equation (4). The mild discontinuity in the data trend at \( Re = 230 \) can therefore be interpreted as a consequence of the laminar to turbulent flow transition in the vortex street. Overall, the agreement between measurements and predictions is good, and this validates the present experimental setup and methodology.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Experimental setup validation: Strouhal number versus Reynolds number for the smooth circular cylinder in cross-flow: fixed-fixed cylinder (a), and bent cylinder in its asymptotic limiting configuration at 90° yaw angle (b). Symbols: \( s/L_i = 0 \) (△), 0.5(○). Continuous line: Equation (3); Dashed line: Equation (4).
As previously noted, the bent cylinder tests covered six different yaw angles for the inclined leg: 90°, 75°, 60°, 45°, 30°, and 15°. The 90° inclination, in particular, corresponds to the limiting case of a cantilever circular cylinder in cross-flow, and was included to verify the asymptotic consistency of the measurements and further validate the test apparatus. Vortex shedding frequencies measured with the bent cylinder (at the two locations $s/L_i = 0; 0.5$) in its cross-flow limiting configuration at 90° yaw angle are included in Figure 5b, where the measured Strouhal number is plotted versus the Reynolds number. As can be seen, the agreement between measurements and predictions in Figure 5 (bottom) is good, and this further validates the present experimental setup and methodology.

In the following, on the basis of the results in Figure 5a, cross-flow vortex shedding frequencies will be predicted with the Roshko [30] correlations, and in particular with Equation (3) up to a Reynolds number value of 230, and with Equation (4) for higher Reynolds number values. As is well-known, these correlations are restricted in validity to cross-flow behind smooth and stationary circular cylinders with no end-effects. Comparing the present experimental results for the bent cylinder with the predictions of Equations (3) and (4), therefore, will prove instrumental in assessing the effects of the inclination and end-effects on vortex shedding.

3. Results and Discussion

Representative power spectra measured at two Reynolds number values (75 and 285) and three inclinations (90°, 45°, and 15°) are provided in Figure 6, and include the measurements taken at the three locations along the bent cylinder inclined leg ($s/L_i = 0; 0.5; 1$). Besides measuring the vortex shedding frequency behind the inclined leg of the bent cylinder, for the sake of verifying the stability and reproducibility of the experimental setup, one additional vortex shedding frequency was measured behind the vertical leg of the bent cylinder. This was always oriented in cross-flow with respect to the flow (this additional measurement was taken midway through the vertical leg, i.e., 30 mm above the bent cylinder bend). This additional measurement is included in the power spectra in Figure 6 and labeled for convenience $s/L_i = -0.5$. All raw measurements are provided as Supplementary Material.

Following common practice for better visual analysis, the power spectra in Figure 6 have been normalized with respect to the maximum power of the signal. The blue-color vertical plane that can be noticed in the power spectra corresponds to the cross-flow vortex shedding frequency predicted with Equations (3) and (4), and has been included for a qualitative visual comparison.

It is evident, from inspecting Figure 6, that the power spectral peaks measured at the lower Reynolds number ($Re = 75$) are very narrow, whereas the peaks measured at the higher Reynolds number ($Re = 285$) are broader. On the basis of the previously commented validation results presented in Figure 5a, in the present experimental setup the laminar to turbulent flow transition in the vortex street begins at a Reynolds number of about $Re = 230$. The vortex street can therefore be expected to be laminar at $Re = 75$ and turbulent at $Re = 285$, so that the broadening of the power spectral peaks observed at the higher Reynolds number in Figure 6 can be regarded as the consequence of the turbulence in the vortex street that somewhat degrades the coherence of the vortex shedding [10].

In all cases included in Figure 6, the measurements taken behind the vertical leg ($s/L_i = -0.5$) yield a power spectral peak that is very close to the blue plane, thus indicating vortex shedding at a frequency that compares well (i.e., within a few percent) with cross-flow expectations. This provides further confidence in the presented results.
would be impractical. Therefore, the measurements are presented in a condensed and more useful format. The measurements taken at each location along the inclined leg are first presented in contour maps that provide the frequency ratio (i.e., the measured vortex shedding frequency normalized with respect to the maximum power of the signal). The blue-color vertical plane that can be regarded as a free-end end-effects is therefore not present. The effects of the inclination and end-effects on vortex shedding.

Figure 6. Normalized power spectral densities (PSD) measured at two Reynolds number values ($Re = 75$: (a,c,e); $Re = 285$: (b,d,f)) and three inclination angles (90°: (a,b); 45°: (c,d), 15°: (e,f)).

Surprisingly, the measurements included in Figure 6 taken behind the inclined leg of the bent cylinder yield a power spectral peak that, in most cases, is very close to the blue plane. This indicates that, for the conditions covered in Figure 6, the inclined leg of the bent cylinder is most of the times, shedding vortices at a frequency that is very close (i.e., within a few percent) to the cross-flow frequency for that particular flow velocity. The only exceptions are firstly, a reduction in vortex shedding frequency (of approximately 20% with respect to the corresponding cross-flow frequency) at the free-end of the inclined leg ($s/L_i = 1$) for both Reynolds number values for the 90° inclination, which can be regarded as a free-end effect. Secondly, a suppression of vortex shedding at the free-end of the inclined leg ($s/L_i = 1$) at the lower Reynolds number (75) for the 15° inclination, which again can be regarded as a free-end effect (as a matter of fact, a small peak near the blue plane is still noticeable in the power spectrum, though most of the energy is concentrated at lower frequency). The additional, smaller peak that can be noticed at $s/L_i = 0$ for the lower Reynolds number (75) and 45° inclination is a harmonic of the dominant frequency, because its frequency is twice the dominant frequency.

For the conditions covered in Figure 6, therefore, the frequency of vortex shedding behind the inclined leg is for the most part not affected by the yaw angle, and the systematic reduction in shedding frequency normally associated in the literature with inclination effects is therefore not present. The results included in Figure 6 are only a representative subset of the present measurements, so that it is not yet possible to draw any definite conclusions. Analyzing the present databank in terms of power spectra for all Reynolds number values tested (17 values in the range of 50–500) and all inclinations would be impractical. Therefore, the measurements are presented in a condensed and more useful format. The measurements taken at each location along the inclined leg are first presented in contour maps that provide the frequency ratio (i.e., the measured vortex shedding frequency normalized to the corresponding cross-flow vortex shedding frequency, this latter predicted from Equations (3) and (4)), displayed versus the Reynolds number and the inclination. It is noted that a frequency ratio value close to 1 indicates that the measured frequency of vortex shedding is very close to the corresponding cross-flow shedding frequency for that particular flow velocity. One contour map is
provided, in Figure 7, for each location along the inclined leg of the bent cylinder ($s/L_i = 0, 0.5, 1$). In addition, the data are also provided, in Figures 8 and 9, in the more familiar form of Strouhal-Reynolds numbers plot. There is one such plot for each inclination (90°, 75°, 60°, 45°, 30°, and 15°). It is noted that, for the convenience of the reader, the measurements taken at 90° inclination previously presented in Figure 5b are also included in Figures 8 and 9. The contour maps provide a clear visual representation of the vortex shedding and its dependence on the Reynolds number and inclination, allowing extrapolating the results to Reynolds number values and inclinations intermediate between those tested. The Strouhal-Reynolds number plots, on the other hand, provide the data in the form that is most frequently encountered in the literature, and allow a direct quantitative comparison of the present data with the cross-flow vortex shedding prediction methods in Equations (3) and (4).

Figure 7. Contour maps of frequency ratio versus the inclination angle and Reynolds number at different locations along the bent cylinder inclined leg: $s/L_i = 0$ (a), $s/L_i = 0.5$ (b), and $s/L_i = 1$ (c).
Figure 8. Strouhal number versus Reynolds number along the bent cylinder inclined leg at different inclinations: 90° (a); 75° (b); 60° (c). Symbols: $s/L_i = 0 (\triangle), 0.5 (\circ), 1(\triangleright)$. Continuous line: Equation (3); Dashed line: Equation (4).

The results in Figures 7–9 confirm and generalize the observations based on the power spectral densities presented in Figure 6 and previously discussed. That is, most of the times, the inclined leg of the bent cylinder sheds vortices at a frequency that is very close (within a few percent) to the cross-flow frequency for that particular flow velocity. The only exceptions are noticeable at the inclined leg free-end ($s/L_i = 1$) for certain inclinations and Reynolds number values, and can therefore be regarded as free-end effects. In particular:

- For the limiting inclination of 90° (Figure 8a), vortex shedding frequencies at the inclined leg free-end are reduced with respect to cross-flow predictions by about 15–20% at all Reynolds number values tested, and vortex shedding is suppressed altogether for the lowest Reynolds number tested (50). Note that the suppression of vortex shedding is here indicated with a null value of the vortex shedding frequency and Strouhal number.
• For the inclination of 75° (Figure 8b), vortex shedding frequencies at the inclined leg free-end are reduced with respect to cross-flow predictions by about 20–25% in the Reynolds number range of 75–140, and by about 20% at a Reynolds number of 320. At the inclination of 75°, the vortex shedding frequencies measured at the inclined leg free-end for Reynolds numbers within 190–230 and within 350–410 agree well with the cross-flow predictions, though the respective error bars are slightly larger, indicating that the vortex shedding is slightly less coherent. As previously discussed, the absolute uncertainty of the vortex shedding frequency is here estimated as one-half of the full-width-at-half-maximum of the corresponding peak in the power spectrum. An increase in the relative uncertainty of the Strouhal number in Figure 8, therefore, originates from the broadening of the dominant peak in the power spectrum, which in turn indicates that vortex shedding is losing coherence [10].

• Finally, for the inclination of 15° (Figure 9c), vortex shedding is suppressed altogether at the inclined leg free-end for Reynolds numbers below 225.

![Figure 9](image-url)  
**Figure 9.** Strouhal number versus Reynolds number along the bent cylinder inclined leg at different inclinations: 45° (a); 30° (b); 15° (c). Symbols: \(s/L_i = 0 (\triangle), 0.5 (\circ), 1 (\triangleright)\). Continuous line: Equation (3); Dashed line: Equation (4).
For the operating conditions covered in the present study, and with the exception of the free-end effects just discussed, the frequency of vortex shedding behind the inclined leg of the bent cylinder is not affected by the yaw angle. Deviations with respect to the corresponding cross-flow vortex shedding frequency are in fact on the order of a few percent, which is comparable with the present measuring error. This is noteworthy and indicates that, with the bent cylinder considered here, inclination effects are not present. The present results are in stark contrast with the available literature on vortex shedding behind inclined cylinders, where a systematic reduction in vortex shedding frequency is normally associated with inclination effects. As previously discussed, the flow field that develops around a cylinder with arbitrary inclination with respect to the incoming flow is three-dimensional, and includes an axial-flow component resembling a boundary layer flow that gradually develops along the cylinder. This, in turn, makes the flow field around the inclined cylinder strongly dependent upon the upstream boundary condition, whose effect is not localized but rather transported along the cylinder by the axial boundary layer flow. With the bent cylinder design proposed here, the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg is imposed by the vertical leg, and corresponds to a fully-established cross-flow vortex shedding. The absence of inclination effects on vortex shedding behind the inclined leg, therefore, suggests that the flow that develops around the inclined leg of the present bent cylinder is entirely controlled by the upstream boundary condition.

As previously noted, the only experiment on vortex shedding from bent cylinders currently available is documented in the study by Ramberg [7], who tested a cylinder bent into a V-shape with a fixed aperture of $120^\circ$ between the two legs. A disadvantage of adopting a bent cylinder design with a fixed aperture between the cylinder legs is that the upstream boundary condition acting upon the cylinder leg where the shedding frequency is measured varies with the inclination of the leg with respect to the incoming flow, and is therefore not the same at different yaw angles. The bent cylinder tested here, on the other hand, had different apertures between the legs, so that one leg was always at normal incidence with respect to the free-stream. The upstream boundary condition was therefore always the same, irrespective of the yaw angle of the inclined leg. Despite this improvement in the present bent cylinder design, the present results can be compared with the data from Ramberg [7], who measured the vortex shedding frequency behind one leg of his bent cylinder (about midway along the leg) at two Reynolds number values (160 and 460) for inclinations between $90^\circ$ and $30^\circ$. Even though the tests by Ramberg [7] with the bent cylinder were rather limited in scope (only 26 data points in total), the measurements were consistent (to within 15%) with cross-flow vortex shedding, indicating no major inclination effects on the vortex shedding frequency. The present results, therefore, confirm the significance of the bent cylinder configuration originally proposed by Ramberg [7], and corroborate his observations to wider scope (the present databank includes 306 data points in total), tighter tolerance (on account of the improved bent cylinder design adopted here with a better control over the upstream boundary condition, the present data agree with cross-flow predictions to within a few percent, excluding free-end effects), and wider Reynolds number (50–500) and inclination angle ($90^\circ$–$15^\circ$) ranges.

Within the limits of the present study, the axial boundary layer flow seems effective at transporting the upstream boundary condition along the inclined leg of the bent cylinder, but does not seem to otherwise affect the flow. It is worth noting that this would no longer be necessarily the case for a bent cylinder with a longer inclined leg. If the inclined leg was longer, in fact, the axial boundary layer flow would have more time to develop and might even separate, and could therefore more profoundly affect the flow. This clearly motivates further work into vortex shedding behind bent cylinders, focusing in particular on bent cylinders with a longer inclined leg. Analyzing the evolution of the axial boundary layer flow would necessarily require some sort of flow visualization, such as a PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry). Depending on the size of the bent cylinder and on the operating conditions, a high-frequency micro-PIV might be required (the present bent cylinder was 0.5 mm in diameter, and vortex shedding frequencies were as large as 6.86 kHz). High-fidelity CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations might be a viable and effective alternative to an experimental flow visualization.
4. Conclusions

The vortex shedding frequency behind a smooth and stationary bent cylinder was experimentally investigated in a wind tunnel setup using hot-wire anemometry. The bent cylinder design comprised two legs. One leg was always vertically oriented at normal incidence with respect to the free-stream flow, whilst the inclination of the other leg was varied during the tests between 90° (corresponding to cross-flow incidence) and 15° to assess the effect of the inclination on the vortex shedding frequency. The Reynolds number was varied between 50 and 500 which is a range of interest for flow sensing, flow control, and energy harvesting applications where slender flexible structures reconfigure or bend when exposed to fluid flow. During the tests, the bent cylinder was oriented in the wind tunnel with the vertical leg located upstream and the inclined leg downstream. This way, the boundary condition acting upon the upstream free-end of the inclined leg was determined by vertical leg, and corresponded to cross-flow vortex shedding regardless of the yaw angle of the inclined leg. This bent cylinder configuration, which differs from and improves upon those previously considered, was explicitly conceived to provide a fine control on the upstream boundary condition acting upon the inclined leg, which profoundly affects the flow. The flow around the bent cylinder inclined leg, in fact, is three-dimensional and includes an axial boundary layer flow component that transports the upstream boundary condition along the inclined leg, so that the effect of the upstream boundary condition is not localized as happens in the cross-flow configuration. With the exception of free-end effects, only noticeable for certain inclinations and Reynolds number values, the frequency of vortex shedding behind the inclined leg of the bent cylinder was consistent (within a few percent) with the cross-flow vortex shedding frequency at the same flow velocity, and was therefore not affected by the yaw angle. The present results corroborate and significantly extend the limited observations on bent cylinders available in the literature, further highlighting the importance of the upstream boundary condition on the vortex shedding process with inclined cylinders. Future work will look into vortex shedding behind bent cylinders with longer inclined legs, with a view at resolving the axial boundary layer flow along the inclined leg of the bent cylinder and investigate its effect on the vortex shedding.
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